YouTube Video Links:

https://youtu.be/ppTH5Q1Mn_o

https://youtu.be/YzKk4TSPVfo

Number of Players: 2-5 (Best 2-3)
Ages: 14 and Up (Due to the strength of the magnets not recommended for ages under 14)
Play Time: 10 minutes
**AttrAction Description:** The reactive interplay between the magnets in AttrAction is what gives this game its spark! Players must flick their "shooter" magnet into the playing area to attract and collect other magnets. Of course, it's not quite that easy since the magnets repel as easily as they attract! Strategies unfold and develop in reaction to the patterns on the table. AttrAction is a fun and challenging game in which a mix of skill and luck, plus the strong force of the magnets, produces exciting and unexpected twists!